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Two Arrested After Brawl with Police
-

By Rhonda Ruch
Two Rogers Hal I res)dents were
arrested early last Saturday morning after demolishing their apartment and attacking a Campus Police
officer.
of the bedroom. Police then turned
According the Mike Emde, Head their attention to quieting Carmen,
Resident of Rogers, the R.A. on and Rossano blind-sided tackled
duty at the time heard loud noises one officer after leaving the bedand a lot of yelling on the fourth room. He, too, was arrested and
floor of Rogers. "Herman (Lee) went handcuffed. "Each one thought that
to find out who was doing all of the other was being harassed by
the yelling and found Joe Rossano the pol ice so they protected each
and Matthew Carmen fighting in other," said Emde. "But Mat intheir room. He tried to break up terred with the police's job, causthe fight, but Rossano shoved him ing Joe to come out and tackle the
out of the way. Then Herman called officer, who Joe thought was harmthe police and came downstairs to ing Mat. Thefunnything aboutthis
get me."
·
is that these guys are the best of
When the police arrived, they friends, yet they were fighting and
found Rossano and Carmen scuf- throwing things all over their room".
fling in the hall and shouting "Kill
The apartment sustained extenthe cops". "They were drunk and
being disorderly," said Lt. Scctt sive damage, including a punchedKinnieoftheCampusPolice. "One in hanging light from the kitchen,
of them was getting really violent the living room window kicked in,
with the officers and was quickly the hall fire extinguisher discharged
restained and handcuffed. The other entirely throughout the entire room,
ran into the bedroom and locked beds and desks overturned, and
the door, chanting, 'Kill the cops'. the front door pushed out into the
He then voluntarily came out of hallway and a broken frame.
"There was also a lot of blood
the room after he found his friend
was handcuffed."
from Joe punching the window
Carmen started interferring when out," said Emde. "Blood was all

Charged With Assault, Threats

the police tried to get Rossano out

over the chairs, the carpet in the

....---A.I.D.S Seminar----.
Discusses New Research
by Brenda Foy
The Biology Department began
the 1989-1990 school year last
Tuesday with the first of three
seminars. Dr. Kalyan Ganguly of
Schering-Plough Research in
Bloomfield presented a program
entitled "Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIY)-A Unique Retrovirus."
HIV is the virus that causes AIDS,
and Dr. Ganguly has been at the
forefront of Al OS research in America. He was privileged to work
with Dr. Gallo, who discovered
theAIDSvirus in America, and has
continued his interest in the field .
Dr. Ganguly focused solely on
the biological aspects of the retrovirus for his presentatioin. "The
unique aspect of the HIV virus is
that, like all retroviruses, it can
undergo reverse transcription, and
change from RNA back to DNA,
he said. "Bybecorriing DNA again,
itcanmanufacturetheprotein that
produces the virus. The problem is
to block this reverse transcription
so that the proteins can not form.
Once formed, the protein attacks
thebodybykillingthewhiteblood
cells, the internal defense systeoo
of the human body."
Retroviruses are not unique to
humans. Much research has been
done with retroviruses that occur

in other animals, mainly cats, birds
and mice. Through that work, scientists had learned about the special aspects of these viruses and
other various ways in which the
virus can be stopped. With the
epidemic amount of AIDS cases,
this work has taken on great importance.
Dr. Judith Rosenthal of the
Biology Department introduced Dr.
Gangu ly to sma II but attentive audience. She was disappointed that
the presentation could not be
completed,due to a lack of time,
. but was pleased that Dr. Gaguly
will be back in the spring to ·speak
again. "He informed us very thoroughly about the structures of the
HIV virus," she noted. Next time,
he will speak more about the use
of drugs in stopping the spread of
the virus."
Dr. Ganguly came to America
from Calcutta, India in 1972. He
received hisPh.D in Genetics from
George Washington University in
1980. He has worked at the Harvard School of Public Health, the
University of Pennsylvania Medical School and the Roach Institute
of Molecular Biology, as well as
his current position in antiviral
research at Schering-Plough Research.
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hallway, the ceiling, the walls ... it
was a mess."
After the two were restrained
and read their rights, they were
charged with aggrevated assau It
on a police officer, terroristic threats,
and disorderly conduct. If con-

victed of assault, both could face
up to 3-5 years in jail and up to a
$7500 fine. A Union County Grand
jury will review the case.
Bob Maslo, Director of Housing, spoke with Rossano and

Carmen Monday, telling them that
their housing would be terminated
as of this week.
"I'd just like to say that Herman
did an outstanding job with handling the situation," said Emde.
"He judged, assessed, and reacted
very well to the circumstances.
We were up from 3:30 that morning to 7:30 getting all of the information together for the reports. He
really should be congratulated."

"SAFE" Program Evaluates Student Progress
by Rhonda Ruch

Students taking 0-, 1-, and/or
2000 level courses this semester
may soon find they are being evaluated on their performance in the
classroom and on their ability to
turn in quality homework and
master the course.
The Learning Assistance Program at Kean College has devised
the Student Academic Feedback/
Evaluation· (SAFE) project that allows professors of the low level
courses to assess students' progress up to the time of mid-term
exams or the middle of the semester. Sue Bousquet, Director of
Learning Assistance, and Madelyn
Healy, Director cf the Center of
Professional Development, started
this project with "finding the most
productive ways to give feedback
to students so that they know how
they're doing in a particular class

and if there are any areas that need tions to better their skills."
improvement."
After reviewing the evaluation
"How does a professor give sheet, the group determined that
feedback?" asked Bousquet. "It's when a student does need help in
always easy when a student is certain areas to fulfill class redoing ok, or if the student is doing quirements, assistance in the form
poorly and they know it; but how of teachers or tutoring is needed.
do teachers tell, PRODUCTIVELY,
"A teacher can evaluate all they
students where they most need want, but then something must be
help?"
.
done so that the student won't go
Most of the twelve participants through this again in another class,"
in the workshop agreed that stu- said a student participant. "It's up
dents are very sensitive to criti- to the student and the professor to
cism and that comments should seek help in areas that need itprogressive rather than "you 're not most. They should be encouraged
doing this right," etc.
to ask tutoring or another referral."
"Checking off categories isn't
Bousquet hopes that the projproductive," said Caroline ectwill be a big success in keeping
Carmichael,

a

communication

science professor. "Always write
comments next to things to give
the students a better sense of their
inabilities. This way they'll know
specifically what their mistakes are
and can use _professor's sugges-

retention rate5 up, too. "If students

know that they're doing poor,y in

some area, whether it be study

habits, taking interest in the class,
or something as small as turning in
class, assignments, maybe we can
catch it before it's too late."

"SAFE" group discusses feedback/ evaluations for students who may need assistance with course
material.

Photo by Angie Liuzza

College Gets Pro-Life Talk
by Donna Kurzawski
Pro-I ife represe,ntative from the
Archway Pregnancy Center conducted a presentation at Downs
Hall earlier this month.
The presentation began with a
film, narrated by Melody Green,
entitled Baby Choice: Green
showed a baby girl, named Baby
Choice, who was aborted at twenty ·
weeks of pregnancy by salt poisoning. She also explained why
• the baby was referred to as Baby
Choice; · "That is the choice prochoice offers, a dead baby."
The second part of this presentation consisted of a personal tes-

timony given by Evie Roderer on a do so. Archway also provides free
counseling for women and men.
radio talk show.
Roderer had one abortion in Gavaris said that the center deals
1977 and another in 1978. She with many college students, mostly
said that she ·is sti II tormented daily from Kean and Rutgers.
as the thought of these abortions.
At the conclusion of this presShe went on to say, "I wouldn't
have had the abortion if abortion entation, Gavaris stated some statistics about women who have aborwasn't legal."
Dean Gavaris, executive direc- tions. He said, "A girl between the
tor of the Archway Pregnancy ages of 14 and 17, who has an
Center, spoke about the center's abortion, has at least a 30% chance
function . It gives free pregnancy of not having another child." He
tests that are 100% accurate, and also stated that 85% of al I women,
supplies food, clothing and shelter who have abortions, have psychofor women who decide to keep logical problems, and they dislike
their babies and who need help to men and babies.
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The Freshman Center .

Campus Calendar

What's Going On.

• •

Satruday, Oct. 28, 1989
2 pm
8 pm- 2 am

Football vs. Glassboro
Association of
Indian Students

Away
CC Cafe

Sunday, Oct. 29, 1989
9am-1pm
12 pm - 5 pm
3 pm
7pm-11pm

Nu Theta Chi
Nu Theta Chi
Children's Theatre
Sigma Beta Tau

Dining Room A
Dining Room B
Wilkins Theatre
- Alumni Lounge

Monday, Oct. 30, 1989
6pm-11pm
7 pm-10 pm
7pm-10pm
7pma11pm
7pm-11pm
8pm - lam

I.F.M.
C.E.C.
Sigma Beta Chi
Lambda Chi Rho
Sea Calm Min istries

s.c.s.c.

Dining Room 3
Dining Room 2
Dining Room A
Dining Room B
Browsing Room
CC Cafeteria

Tuesday, Oct. 31, 1989
1:40 pm - 2:55 pm
1:40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm- 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm- 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1:40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm

A.M.A
J.S.U.
G.C.C.
Assoc. of Ind. Students

I.S.A.
I.Y.C.F.
PROUD/SCSC
DECA

S.A.M.
A.C.M.
Day Care Center
Pre-Law Club
Commuter Club
EEO-Foushee

1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm -2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm

E.E.O. Peralta
Chinese Cult Club
Zionist Association
Memorabilia
E.E.O. Rodriguez

1:40 pm - 2:55 pm
1:40 pm - 2:55 pm
1 :40 pm - 2:55 pm
7 pm -11 pm
7 pm-11 pm
7pm-11pm
7pm-11pm
7pm-11pm
7pm-11pm

ESL Club
EEO-Atanda
Holocaust Lecture
Rho Theta Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Nu Theta Chi

W-307
J-136
J-138
J-135
J-203
J-142
J-140
J-134
W-411
T-212
CSS-108
J-133
Freshman Center
J-301, 303, 304
307,308
J-204A
J-139
J-131
J-335
J-337
W-315

T-208
Wilkins Theatre
Dining Room B
Dining Room 2
Browsing Room
Dining Room 3
Alumni Lounge
Dining Room A

Wednesday, _Nov. 1, 1989
;

12 - 5 pm
3:05 - 4:20
3:05 - 4:20
3:05 - 4:20
3:05 - 4:20
3:05 - 4:20
3:05 - 4:20
3:05 - 4:20

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

3:05 - 4:20 pm
3:05 - 4:20 pm
7-llpm
7-llpm
7-11 pm
7 - 11 pm

SADD Picnic
Campus Grounds
Hispanic Academic Soc.
J-100
A.M.A.
W-307
C.E.C.
H39
1.Y.C.F.
J-142
PROUD/SCSC
J-140
E.E.O. Baker
135, 136, 137, 138
EEO-Foushee
J-301, 303, 304,
307,308
E.E.O. Peralta
J-204A
E.E.O. Gary Sayre
B-208B
Lambda Chi Rho
Dining Room 3
Alumni Lounge
Alpha Theta Pi
Dining Room B
Nu Delta Pi
Dining Room A
Rho Sigma Chi

The Counseling Center

Dear· Connie
Dear Connie,
My mother started drinking three
years ago when she and my dad
were divorced. My father remarried and moved away. I do all the
cooking and take care of my younger
sister. I even pay some of the bills
and make sure they are mailed on
time. My biggest problem is my
sister. She's getting into trouble at
school. Every night I cry -- for her,
for me and for my mom.

Trapped
Dear Trapped,
Sometimes out of guiltthe children of an alcoholic take on too
much responsibility at home. Try
notto accept all the responsibility.

It's no good for you or for your
alcoholic parent. You may be
making it easier for the alcoholic
to keep on drinking.
It's understandable that you want
help, but the truth is there is very
little you can do. Only an alcoholic can decide to stop drinking.
Sometimes the best advice is to
learn to be selfish, to think a little
more about your own happiness.
There are special programs for
the children of alcoholics. Drop in
at the Counseling Center room SA
126 and speak with a counselor.
They can provide professional
.and confidential help as well as
refer you to local group meetings.

It's No Laughing Matter
Snicker, snicker. C'mon. Almost
everything we humans do is a
laughing matter. We laugh because
we look at ourselves and see that
we're basically pretty silly. Or we
laugh because it makes us feel
better.
Or we laugh because, if we
didn't we'd cry.
I can't laugh this time. I've read
an article in the Sunday, October 8
New Yorks Times. It's headlined,
"AIDS Is Spreading in Teen-Agers,
A New Trend Alarming to Experts.• The virus, it reports, is "being
transmitted through heterosexual
intercourse, and equal numbers of
boys and girls are infected." Four
hundred and fifteen cases in males
and females between the ages of
thirteen to nineteen have been reported so far; one in every onehundred babies born to nineteenyear-old mothers in New York State
had antibodies to the virus; and
twenty percent of the 85,844 men
with Al OS and twenty-five percent
of the 10,146 women with AIDS
are in their twenties. That means

they were exposed in their teen And it's easier to pretend this only
years. Rutgers University recently happens to "other• people, people
reported one hundred known cases who are not "Nice•. No one at their school.
teachers, parents, ministers-wants
But it couldn't happen at Kean . to think this can happen to you .
rightl Maybe we can laugh it off? But It CAN happen to you.
I don't think so.
For too long, we've overlooked,
Dr. Hein, of the Montefiore downplayed, or laughed at the
Medical Center, points out that consequences of casual sex. Conintense sexual activity of teens; dams are more fun as water balevery year "one out of every six loons than as preventatives. It's
teenagers contracts a sexually trans-- . easy to think that an unwanted
mitted disease (and) one of every pregnancy can always be termisix sexually active high school girls nated. It's convenient to believe
has had at least four different part- that only "other people" or,"differners." Of course, it doesn't require ent people" can get sick and die
many different partners.All ittakes from what is so natual and wonis one spontaneous event with derful an act.
someone who has had sexual
Call this a very personal apcontact with someone else who peal. I don't like going to memohas had AIDS. It doesn't have to rial services for my friends, and
have come from a source who _I've gone to too many already. I
used needles or who was·homo- don'twanttogotoyours. I'd rather
sexual. Just some kid who went to go to your graduation; your wedbed with some kid...
ding;thecelebration,someday,of
Some people don't want to talk your healthy, beautiful child. So
about it. Theythinkthatpremarital please take "safe sex" or "no sex"
sex is immoral and talking about it seriously right now. This is no
will make people go out and do it laughing matter.

Co-op Jobs= Academic Credit, Salary, Work Experience
Jr. Accountant, PT/FT, Salary: Open Accounting Major
Jr. Accountant/Entry Level, Pt, Salary: $7.00, Accounting Major
Preservation Aide, PT, Salary: Open, Geology/Lib, Arts Major
Occupational Safety & Health, FT, Salary: $400.00 per week, Biology/Chem. Major
Contract Specialist, Program Dev., Pt, Salary: $5.00 to $7.00, Marketing Major
Telephone Sales Representative, PT Salary:$6.00 to $7.00, Management Sci/Mktng Major
Criminal Justice/Accounting/Social Sci. Major, Salary: $7.00 PT.
Internship PT/FT, Salary: Open, Parks Planning Maintenance Major
Program Supervisor, PT/FT, Salary: Negotiable, Recreation Major
Life Guard/Recreation Asst., FT, Salary: $10.00, Recreation/ Leisure Services.
KEAN COLLEGE COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM
ROOMT-209

PHONE 527-2357

"Let's Talk".
Our Office Hours are: 9:00 - 4:30 PM Monday-Friday
Interviews: All Day - Monday-Friday
No Appointment Necessary.
NOTE: JUNIORS AND SENIORS ONLY

ATTENTION STUDENTS
COMMUTER CLUB CONTEST
The Commuter Club wants to change its logo.
We are having a contest. Our logo now represents
commuters breaking barriers. We want you to be
creative and artistic to inventing a new exciting
logo. The winner wi 11 receive a $50.00 gift certificate from the Bookstore. Please bring your entries
to the Freshman Center by November 7, 1989.
The ·winner will be announced at the Commuter
Club meeting on November 14, 1989 at 1 :40 in
the Freshman Center.
Scholarship
The Kappa Delta Pi Educational Foundation is awarding five scholarships for
undergraduate students for the 1990-91 school year. From the five winning entries,
the highest qualifiers will be selected to receive the Mary Gibbs Jones Scholarship
for $2,000. The four Presidents Scholarship winners will each receive $500.
To be eligible applicants must-be an active member of Kqppa Del.ta Pi. In ~Qiition,
candidates are required to submit a brief typewritten, original contribution on the
topic. My Part in Restoring Honor to the Teaching Profession.
All applications must be received at Society Headquarters by December 15, 1989.
For additional information and forms, contact Dr. Albert Mazurkiewicz, Department of Communication Sciences, J-205B, 527-2070
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Letters
·Safety First and Fore01ost

Kidnapped
Recently, Kean College's Biology Department has suffered a theft from it's storage
room. Someone went into a prep room late
a! night and removed a full human skeleton.
There are several reasons why this is sick.
But no reasons exist as to why this unnamed
person (or persons) would need a skeleton
, to start with.
First of all, the theft is. taking away from
the resources available in the Biology Department. For every bone stolen, a gap
exists in a set that students need to work on.
Think about it for a second: when a piece
disappears, it cannot be replaced. You cannot
combine two incomplete sets to make one
complete set. ltjustdoesn 1twork; a skeleton
is a matched set, remember?
The only option available is to make an
imitation recast of the missing piece. However, as was pointed out, this remake usually has very rough quality so far as actual
detail is concerned. Students simply cannot
learn from fake pieces. Also, obviously,
when the whole skeleton is missing, there is
nothing to use to duplicate it.
Secondly, the theft of a human skeleton is
the theft of human body parts. This is the
truly sick part. It's easy enough to realize
that bones (and other body parts) are hard to
come by. Usually, you have to wait until the
person is done with them first. Even then,
only people_who specifically ask to have
their body donated to the cause of science
can be used in the cause of learning. More
or less, this was that person's last wish, and
now someone has, to put it simply, trashed
the whole idea, just to have a souvenir. The
set of bones that the culprit possesses once
had a name, and now, instead of being of
immense help to students in anatomy classes,
he or she is being used for Lord knows what.
In summation, whoever has stolen this
skeleton has taken from the Biology Department (in the form of resources), has taken
from the students (in the form of the actual
opportunity to learn: the reason why we're
all here), and has taken from the person
who, before his or her death, signed a paper
allowjng his or her body to be used fo~ the
purpose of education (this sounds like a
noble line of bull, but I still believe in it).
Some people spend their lives giving,
without hesitation, to the very end ( and I
still believe they exjst), and some people
spend their lives taking, without hesitation
( and I know they still exist).
If whomever took the skeleton is reading
this, take it to heart and look at what you've
done. If you know anything about the theft
itself, please contact the Biology Department or the Campus Police. Anything at all
will be appreciated.
· And if you happen to consider, later on in
life, to attempt a similar stunt, think about
the consequences, and which side you stand
on. Do you give, or do you take.
.
_.

.

Dear Editor,
I would like to address this letter to the Kean College ad min istrati on. I am wri ting to express several concerns of mine, and I'm
sure these concerns are shared with
many other students. What I am
concerned about is the safety of
the students on the Kean College
campus. I'm sure the administration will agree that the safety of all
members of the college community is of extreme importance.
The pathway wh ich run s between the Vaughn-Eames parking
lot and the dormitori es is in VERY
POOR CONDITION . Besides the
poor appearance of the area (l it-

tered grounds, overgrown grass and
foliage, overturned garbage cans,
and broken light posts), the pathway is not sufficiently lit. The lack
of Iighting is very dangerous to the
students (and to anyone who dares
to walk after dark along i.he pathway).
I am aware of a plan to spend
approximately $90,000 on install-·
ing lights for the football field . I
feel that getting lights for the field
is important in its own way. Hey,
I would really enjoy a night-time
footbal I game. However, I feel that
the safety of our students is of the
utmost importance. I would strongly
urge the college admin istration to
take IMMEDIATE ACTION con-

cerning this important issue. By
this, I mean repairing all broken
lights, replacing all burnt out light
bulbs, AND installing new li ghts
along the pathway to provide a
safer environment. I strongly object, and w ill continue to object to
the IGNORANCE of th is situat1on .
I feel that there is no choic'e 'between possibly saving the life (or
well-being) of a student, and nighttime football games. I sincerely
hope that immed iate attenti on is
given and that th is dangerou s situation is remedied immediately.

Thank you.
Karen Snedeker
Concerned Resident

The Importance of Greeks
Dear Editor,

Speaking as a merrcer ci a group
that occasionally must rely on

outside help, I would like to point
out the true benefits of fraternity/
sorority system on campus. Though

Student Org. Comes Through
Dear Editor,
On Behalf of the Entire Greek
Community I am taking this opportunity to say Thanks to Student
Organization for their efforts in
supplying prize money and judges
for our annual Homecoming Float
Parade. Many greeks felt slighted
at the fact that the Alumni Association chose not to handle the parade as it has in the past, and
apparantly without even the courtesy of informing us of their intentions and asking how we felt before announcing their decision. This
is especially discouraging considering the great efforts that Greeks
have made to help the association
in their phonathon, and in fact, in
any area where we could be of
use.
Homecoming is a day of tradition and reunion. While the Greeks
of Kean always eagerly await this
event, it is also true that the day
itself would not be the same w ithout them. In helping out the Greeks,
Student Org. has also recognized
the efforts which through service,

participation, and involverment the
Greeks have been making for
decades. So, as much as we are
thankful for the sponsoring of our
float parade, we are equally grateful for the larger statement that our
college government had made: That
Greeks should be recognized for
the real value they provide to our
college community.

Again, to Student Organization,
thanks!
Ted Wallace

"Gomez Applauded at Kean•
in last week's INDY
was written
by Maria Belen Pardo.

October
Concerts

Sincerely,
The Communication-Help

c...

Nu Detta Pi

Writers must sign letters and provide a full name and a daytime
phone number. Names cannot be withheld unless the writer demonstrates sufficient reason to do so. The Independent reserves the right to
edit for length. Letters should be timely and of general interest. Only
original letters addressed to the Independent will be considered. The
opinions expressed by letters printed do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the editors.

The Awa rd-Winning

!YJ!.~pen«t~nt..
Chip Powell

Correction

required to perform a minimum of
two community service projects
per semester, these groups very
often exceed that minimum. In
addition to this, financ ial donations to deserving organ izations
are oftten made. A recent example
of this is the donation of $100 to
the Commun ication-Help Center
by Nu Sigma Phi Fraternity for the
purchase of much needed office
equipment.
We feel , as involved students, ·
that the Greek system at Kean, in
addition to its many social benefits, provides valuable benefits to
the community. Wehopetheywill
be able to continue in their fine
efforts.

Christopher Burns

News Editor.................................................. Rhonda Ruch
Feature Editor ............................................. Rob O'Connor
Sports Editor................................................. Joseph Buda
Opinion Editor............................................ Eric Greenberg
Culture Editor ............................................ Danny Rodgers
Arts and Graphics Editor.............................. Tom Ronde/lo
Photography Editor.................._...................... Angie Liuzza
Copy Editor........................................... Lourdes Canizares
Business Manager............................................. Erin Reilly
Advertising Manager ........................................ Ken Alfone
Secretary.................................................... Leslie Lazaroff
Assistant Feature Editors.............................. Daniel Lanza
Vikki Morocco

Assistant Arts and Graphics Editors............. Todd Brugmans
John T. Russell Ill

7:00 PM
Grill Room
College Center
Kean College of New Jersey

October 31, 1989

ROCK BAND
FREE

ADMISSION

Assistant Photography Editors......................... Mark Vetrini
Margaret Zavis

Assistant Business Manager........................... Erika Matthies
Assistant Advertising Manager ................. Melanie Petercsak
Assistant Secretary............................................... Tim Paar
Contributing Staff......................... Tina Powell, Bill Quick,
Ted Wallace, Hilliard Davis Ill, Daniel Helm, Tarnip
and Oofus, Manny Cantor, Jim Cunningham, Christian
Halter, Christine Krug, Susan Signore/la, Jan Thomas,
Traci Wh ite, Patty Haze/green
Publ ished every Thu rsday of the academic year. Deadl ine fo r
materi al is 12:00 the Fri day pri or to pu blication . All submi ssi on s
must be typed and double-spaced fo r publ ication, All submiss ions
become the property of this publ ication and may not be reprinted
wi thout the consent of either the author or the Independent.
M ailing address: Independent, Kean College of N.J., Morris
Avenue, Union, N.J. 07083. O ffice: CC 119 in the College Center.
The Independent is distributed free of charge at variou s locations
around the campu s, however, anyone taking more than fi ve issues
without prior permission from the editor will be prosecu.ted to the
full extent of the law.
Office Phone Number: 355-0174, ext. 2339
Funded in part by Stugent Organization. Inc.
, ..
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Commentary
Keen on Kean

By Manny Cantor

- A Majority Speaks Oiit - And ·Gets Heard·

..... ~
.-

The question of what are proper
limits to freedom is most sharply
evident in the currently raging
struggle between the pro-Life and
the pr~hoice forces. A poll of
, the Kean College population most
likely would show a division of
opinion approximating that among
the public in New Jersey, with a
majority pro-Choice. This column
will not present arguments for my
own position, which is firmly proChoice. The abortion issue provides a useful case-study of the
process by which limitations on
freedoms can come about in our
democratic form of government.
For a number of years, opinion
polls showed a majority of Americans, women especially, in favor
of preserving a woman's right to
determine for herself whether or
notto have an abortion. But legislators and other political leaders
tended to ignore the po.lls. They
were fearful of the aggressive, highly
visible, campaign mounted by the

pro-Life movement A good example was the Florida legislature
which repeatedly voted anti-abortion laws. The U.S. Supreme Court
ruling in July opened new avenues
for the states to restrict abortions.
But it was in Florida, the first state
since then to take up the question,
that the legislature rejected the
Governor's restrictive proposals.
On the heels of that surpirse, the
House of Representatives reversed
the position it took eight years ago
and voted to permit Federal fi nancing of abortions for poor
women who become pregnant as
the result of rape or incest. Biggest
surprise of all, President Bush at
this writing, is backing away from
what was considered a sure-shot
veto.
In recent years a strong proChoice stand by any politician was
viewed by many "experts" as a
handicap. In the current gubernatorial race the prevailing wisdom
is that Florio is benefitting from his

consistent pro-Choice position,
while Courter seeks ways of softpedaling his pro-Life record. In
Virginia, the present Lieutenant
Governor, L. Douglas Wilder, has
a good chance to beome the first
black governor in U.S. history.
Reports are that his chances are
enhanced by his liberal stand on
the abortion issue, which is attracting support from women.
What happened to bring about
this amazing §.!:!a-change in the
political climate? To me, the answer is quite apparent. For years
the pro-Choice people left a clear
field to the pro-Lifers. They were
smugly confident that the right to
an abortion had adequate legal
sanction besides majority public
support. There was unease, and
some alarm, among the leaders as
the conservative majority took
charge in the Supreme Court. It
was the July decision that brought
about the mighty surge of proChoice activity. The silent major-

EVERY TUESDA y·NICHT AT ...
THE KEAN COLLECE PUB

Attention:
Special Ed. Majors

....

....

ity was no longer silent, it was tion in arms, is being lulled into
roaring, in the lobbies, in the streets, inactivity. In such a situation, an
in the delegations, in the mail. Of aggressive, well-heeled minority
course the politicians are chang- can generate the appearance of
ing their vote. They can hear. And support for their reactionary polithey want to get elected. The key cies, and unduly influence an altask for th"e pro-Choice forces is ready over-cautious Administranot to relax, to keep the pressure tion.
on, to raise the momentum as the
A vigilant, public-spirited, tirebattle moves from state to state in less, ingenious, organized minorthe months ahead.
ity does yeoman work to bring the
The experience around the · truth to the electorate and to rally
abortion-rights issue holds impor- them to exercise their freedom :
tant lessons for other people's But the odds are so great, the hurdles
movements. Especially for the peace so formidable in this age of elecmovement. There was a strong tronic communication available
majority for a nuclear freeze in the onlytothosewhocan marshal! the
referenda that took place a num- required millions of dollars. The
ber of years ago, in New Jersey and hope for the future of our freedoms
in some 18 other states. The should be our youth. The dismal
Administration had to take note of fact is that the decline in voting
this sentiment. Butthe momentum turnout in the 1988 Presidential
was not sustained, so the impact election was greatest among young
was reduced. There is a danger, in people, particularly minority and
my view, that the majority which less educated. Here is a challenge
is overwhelmingly for peace, for indeed if we wish to preservefreethe end of the cold war, for reduc- dam in the U.S.A.
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College CaIDpµses Gear Up
For Halloween
(CPS) From California to Florida, campus and city officials are
swearing they will be better prepared this year for what has probably become the unofficial National
Student Holiday: Halloween.
As with spring break, the other
nationwide collegiate festival, many
schools are promising crackdowns
and rule changes to try to· prevent
some of the worst excesses and
even injuries that have plagued
campus Halloween celebration in
recent years.
"This will not be a pleasant
place to be on Halloween,• said
Jack Dyer, Director of University
Relations at Southern Illinois University (SIU) in Carbondale, which
18 years ago was one of the first
schools to give itself over to huge
Halloween street parties.
_
But SIU's much-copied Halloween bash has grown to host more
than 20,000 people who crowd
streets, throw beer bottles and hurt
each other.
Similar problems have plagued
college costume parties at the
,universities of Massachusetts-Armerst, Florida Colorado and other
schools.
No one is sure how all this
started, or how Halloween, of all
days, turned into the biggest college party night of the year.
Ernest Kaulbach a professor of
Middle English at the University of
Texas, says it derives from students' childhood practice of putting on costumes and "trick or treat-

ing.•
"Now it gives them the chance
to put on a costume and party,• he
said.
But it's more than just an excuse for a party, says Chech, a
University of Miami student who
goes by just his last name. "There
wi II be parties no matter what, but
Halloween is different because there
is more to the party than just drinking five kegs.•
According to legend, All Hallow's Eve gives devils six hours
starting at midnight on Oct. 31 to
do all the evil they can before they
have to go back to hell in the
morning, Nov. 1, the start of All
Saints Day.
The tradition of trick or treating
comesfromtreatingthedevilswell
so that they won't play tricks.
On campus, the tricks sometimes turn dangerous.
Some revelers at the University
of Massachusetts at Amhearst
vandalized local stores in 1979,
prompting U Mass to impose a
five-year ban on school Halloween parties.
In 1985 at the Universty of Illinois Champaign campus, windows
were smashed, bonfires were lit,
fistfights erupted and party-goers
were showered with glass from
broken beer bottles. A visiting
Northwestern University student
was struck in the head with a beer
bottle, and lapsed into a coma. He
later had to undergo brain surgery.
SIU's 1988 •celebration" was
similarly tragic.
More than 300 people went to
the hospital because of lacerations
on the face from broken bottles,
one person was stabbed and a
women was raped, reported Tim
Hildebrand, SIU's student president
In response, many colleges and
college towns are moving to dry

SENIORS!
Sign up now in the
Student Org. Office for
Senior Portraits!

up Halloweens with new rules and officials, in turn, take a laissezregulations this year.
faire stance toward Halloween,
A University of California at letting the city figure out how to
Santa Barbara committee made up control the 60,000-plus crowd:
of students, administrators and local
"It's a town activity, and the
authorities is going door-to-door university has nothing to do with
to preach about using alcohol safely, it,• said a university spokesman.
and to discourage students from
People dressed in costumes
inviting out-of-town guests to gather on Sixth Street, a sevenHalloween.
block stretch of bars and dance
The committee also sent letters clubs. The area is closed to traffic
to nearby communities, hoping and 214 police officers are on hand.
they'll discourage their residents
■of course there are minor alfrom going to Isla Vista, UCSB's tercations,• concedes University
. of Texas student Booker Harrison,
town, to party.
The program is working so far, "but it's a peaceful, well-oriented
said Diedre Acker, assistant to event.•
UCSB's dean of students. In 1988,
Linda Menchara of the Austin
only about half the usual 30,000 city manager's office agreed. "For
the number of people who show
people showed up.
Boulder, Colo., police will be up, the problems are minimal. I
out in force to impose public drink- don't know if it's the presence of
ing lawsatthisyear's "Mall Crawl," the police or what."
the University of Colorado fest that
Not coincidentally, SIU and
began as a small party in 1909 and Carbondale are bringing out 300
has grown into a rowdy mass of police officers to patrol the big
40,000 people, reported Frank Grey, party this year, hoping aggresive
who heads the city's efforts to enforcement of alcohol and concontrol the event.
tainer laws will quash the worst
University of Texas at Austin excesses of the revelry.
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Dinizulu and His African Dancers
other, they swayed their hips to
the pounding rhythm of the drums.
On October 17, Kean College The movements are meant to repwas privileged to the powerful resent the repelling of enemies as
performance of Nana Yao Opare an animal would shake the water
Dinizulu and his African dancers, from its coat
drum·mers, and singers. Their
From the loudly pounding beat
commanding stage presence cap- of the Banaya, a solo player passed
tiva~ed the packed audience thor- peacefully into the carefree tune
' oughly.
of Mbira on the thumb piano. The
The drums and bells played a tune unexpectedly captured comprevalent part in setting the·atmos- plete attention as it wove its light
phere as wel I as tel Ii ng the stories. and airy tune delicately in the
With the accompaniments of the audiences ears.
drums it was impossible not to get
Next it was the men's turn to
lost in the performance.
captivate and from the loud reac"Banaya", a dance of dignity . tion of the audience it was apparand gaiety, commanded attention ent they did. "From", a fast paced
from the moment the women court dance of the Assante men,
appeared on stage. In brightly col- seemed to jump right out. The
ored costumes, the women circled untiring grace of these dancers was
the center of the stage. By placing remarkable.
one foot confidently before the
The "ljo Agbara" a dance of

by Jennifer Regan

strength and challenge, which came
from Nigeria, was next. It.was a
highly energetic dance as one after
the other women was challenged.
On a greater scale it seemed it was
a challenge for respect, which they
earned.
The most invigorating dance
was Gumboot, a miner's dance
from South Africa. The women
wore mcxlem European clothes with
knee-high work boots. The boots
were used to make the stomping
noise. The concentration and vigor
exerted by the dancers was stupendous. It was a performance not
easily forgotten.
The prowess demonstrated by
the Dinizulu troupe was highly
commef'!dable. The performance
was one that will linger on in the
memory of all who see it and those
who have been privileged.

Dance Theatre to Appear
The William Chaison Dance
Theatre of New Jersey, a professional company in residence at
Kean College of New Jersey, will
be the beneficiary ·Nov. 15 of a 7
p.m. theatre party followed by an
8 p.m. performance of a Broadway style show in Wilkins Theatre.
The dessert and coffee hour at a
location to be announced will

preceed attendance atthe opening
night performance of "Joseph and
the
Amazing
Technicolor
Dreamcoat," a student production.
The Chaison party will be seated
in a block.
Tickets priced at $10, $6 for
Kean students, are available in
Townsend Hall 127A, the admissions office on the second floor of
the administration building, and
in the physical education depart-

ment office, D'Angola Gymnasium.
The dance company is named
for its founder, an associate professor of physical education and
prominent choreographer who died
in January.
Additional information is available from Jeanne Goldstein of
Westfield, an assistant director in
the registrar's office and treasurer
of the dance company. She can be
reached at (201) 527-2812.

KEAN College EMS

We Save Lives

Squires First Aid Squad

Business Phone: 355-8222

Pet Peeves
by John Fisher

This November the CCB plans
to present the Pet Peeves, consisting of the CCB's own, John Paglia
and Steve Guarino. The pair is tentatively scheduled in the CCB's
coffee house series at The Pub.
The pair began playing together
in the fall of 88' after the two met
in an on-campus party but no serious work .was considered until
several weeks ago.
Their set is an all-acoustic version of 60's and 70's classics to not
so well known songs from the likes
of R.E.M. and the Talking Heads.
The pair also plans to unleash several
originals.
Paglia, age 19, one of four guitar majors on campus, provides
both the lead and r~ythm gu itar
and has six years of experience
behind him as a guitar player.
Guarino, age 22, is the able vocalist and also plays rhythm guitar
though he only has two years
experience.

"It should be a well rounded
set", promised Paglia about the
upcoming event "We're glad for
the opportunity to play."Theoriginals lack a sense of seriousness
lyrically. "Make sure you bring
your sense of humor," he warned.
Members of the CCB were happy
to give them the opportunity to
play. Treasurer Joe Burke stated he
felt it was a good idea for the CCB
to give students ani:l its own
members the chance to show off.
Burke also felt the students would
enjoy seeing one of their own
people on stage. He also expects a
warm reception for the Pet Peeves
from the students.
What exactly will happen in
November at The Pub remains to
be seen. For the Pet Peeves it appears
to bean opportunity for some local
boys to show off thei r stuff. Hopefully the CCB will continue to find
and display talent with in the student body.

Puppet Projects
Puppet Projects, a leading puppet
theatre company wi II present "The
Transylvania Special," a horror story
spoof at 1 and 3 p.m. Oct. 29 in
the Wilkins Theatre at Kean College of New Jersey. Admission wi 11
be $5 for children and adults.
The company uses large rod
puppets, actors in masks, colorful
changing scenery, lighting and
special effects, and an original
musical score. The hero wins a
prize from the Monster Candy Bar

Co., which is a vacation in Transylvania.
Puppet Projects wrote the script,
bu iltthe puppets, created the scenery and constructed a 12-foot-high
set for this production. The company has been cited for its work by
the Puppeteers of America, the
New England Theatre Conference
Ch ild ren's Theatre Division, the
New England Puppetry Series and

the Connecticut Arts Commission.

The Sisters of Sigma Beta Chi
cordially invite you to a
Halloween Party
Oct. 30 8:00 PM
Downs Hall Meeting Room A
Bring a Friend!
Costumes Preferred

Coupon with this ad only.
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Post-Historical Culture Capers Part VI

1

By Richard C. Wolls
Any lingering misguided fantasies you may have about High Art,
or at least the consumers of HA,
should vanish once you contemplate the classical Top 40 Iist (usually
compiled by a local radio station,
in cooperation with Billboard or
some such enterprise): always a
few solid entries on the list, sure,
but generally it proves that classical types are every bit as childlike
and lazy and have the same gnawing need for gimmickry as the
constituents of any other musical
genre. This is both irritating and
reassuring. When I decided to become a classical music fan about
nine months ago (heading fearlessly straight for the operas-and
that's the key-- people are needlessly intimidated by music which
they feel they haven't been given
proper permission to partake of -for that matter by politics, certain
books, geeze, certain clothes) after over an eighth century of being
a consumer of jazz and rock (and,
you know, stuff in that area) I
found that what was hot among
this subset was a) Wynton Marsalis--two on the charts; it was bad
enough that the Marsalis Bros. and
their conceptual peers were permanently sprinkled throughoutthe
jazz charts like so many reminders
that one possible future (or for that
matter present) for jazz in the age
of post-progress was an endless
ritual of clever but essentially
content-free, emotionally shallow
gesticulating; in the classical field
Wynton serves a somewhat similar function as a proficient interpreter of someone else's inspiration. b) If Mozart Had Written
Born To Be Wild this kind of primitive humor really does it for your
average classical music fan. Ah,
well.. .one should be tolerant.
Modern humor, after all, is a fairly
recent development. c) Pavarotti. I
recently came across, in some
erudite (and humorless) opera piece,
a reference to Pavarotti as being
"mediocre" and I thought, "I knew
it! I just knew it! Damn!" d) The
Ring Cycle Without Words. I was

glad to see this on the Hot list
'cause Wagner is a mother trucker
and a large part of the reason I'm
buging anybody who gets too close
with this absurd new interest at my
age ... but on the charts it's a symptom of the K-Tel mentality, that
need for compendiums, best ofs,
highlights, excerpts, whatever ... in
this case you get opera music without all that annoying singing.
Opera, actually, is today's topic,
but so positively cellular is the
resistance to the very word, that 1
thought it best to take about 400 of
them just to ease into it. I understand this resistance totally inasmuch as, until last fall, I wouldn't
have dreamed of listening to an
opera, or being in the same room
with one, or any of that. How I,
personally (yes, me) went from
total indifference/mild repulsion
to a keen fascination with the form
is outside the purview of this installment (see, however, "Post~
Historical Culture Capers Parts I &
II, Or How I Learned Na To Chuckle
When Confronted With The Motif
Of Hagen's Wicked Glee" in the
current issue of Rock Fan Magazine).
The problem with opera, yes,
what makes it so difficult to hear,
is that the tachyons which constitute its barrier to the modern ear
are composed of quaint, even
embarrassing, uninhibited passion(s)--the sort of wide, sweeping,
unself-conscious gestures which
we, after two world wards and a
handful of even more nihilistic
small ones, after years of having
our ideas of acceptable drama and
likely behavior shaped and reinforced by TV and movies (and it's
a trade-off--on the one hand, we're
all emotionally stunted goobers-on the other, we're all incredibly
hip, and anthropologically-oriented,
eternally skeptical ambiguity-junkies which overall has to be some
kind of improvement) after all this,
opera, the Romantic, idealistic and
excruciatingly heartfelt response
to the universe-shrinking (tho individually liberating) Enlightenment,
seems hopelessly corny. And it is -

though if you can get past that
you'll find thinS,' that (at this point
the likely phrase would be "speak
to the modern condition" -- see
"Post-Historical Culture Capers Part
I, or How to Parley 15 Ghastly
Cliches Into a Career In Popular
Deep Think") will stimulate you
(heh heh) as much as what you
find in the 3½ types of music you
allow yourself to listen to because
that's the way things are and who
are you to question it?
If that doesn't curdle your fijoles,
there's always the class angle. You
can watch a copy of the Marx
Brothers A Night At The Opera
and figure that one out for yourself
(likewise Bert Lahr's "If I Were
King• aria from Wizard of Oz).
Contemplating, in tandem with ridv'
poor, the familiar dynamics between second-generation immigrants and their elders w/an eye to
the influence of said interaction
on popular American culture vis a
vis parameters shading into hear
taboos should yield all sorts of
amusing and hel pfu I insights (send
the results of your meditations to
Rob O'Connor care of the Indy-he'll get a kick out of it).
OK, so now a record review. As
further evidence that classical music
fans are first and foremost good
Americans and so have a sharp
appreciation of the flat-out goofy,
consider the current instant bestseller Madison Avenue Goes To
The Opera (Angel AM-69852), a
sequel to the label's equally ribtickling The Movies Go To The
Opera. The premise this time is
opera snatches used in TV commercials, though to get an album's
worth the excerpts run anywhere
from 2 to 10 minutes (rather than
just to 30 or 60 seconds used in
commercials) and there's a few
non-operatic ringers thrown in; all
this is explained in the boringly
good-natured liner notes by Angus
Scrimm (of Phantasm? How very
strange). Apparently (going by this
record Madison Avenue use of opera
(and classical music in general)
fall into these categories: a) Satiric/Humorous/lronic--like using

"BRITISH LITERATURE AT ITS SOURCE 11
December 26, 1989 - January 14, 1990
• (a 3 credit English elective)
The English Department will sponsor its sixteenth annual mid-semester literary tour to England
and Scotland with optional week-end trips to Dublin, Ireland and Paris.

1.

The Tour includes:
a. Lodging and continental breakfasts at the Tavistock Hotel
in London and hotels in Edinburgh, Scotland and York.
b. Transportation to and from Gatwick Airport to London
(and return)

c.

2.
3.
4.
5.

A Brit Rail Pass for unlimited travel in England, Scotland
and Wales.
d. Scheduled day trips to Bath, Chaucer's famouscity, Canter
bury; Cambridge University (theSamuel Papys Library);
Rochester (where Dickens wrote several novels).
Note: There will be guided tours and lectures in these cities
e. Ample free time for individual sightseeing, theater, museums,
ballet, opera, discos, concerts, etc.
Tuition is $182.25 for 3 credits.
Non-credit fee is $100.00
Total cost excluding tuition is $1445.00
There will be minor additional fees for guided tours, museums,etc.
If interested fill out attached form and submit to
Professor Sidney Krueger, Kean College,

the prelude to Bizet's Carmen to
peddle Kentucky Fried Chicken;
the festive, slightly pompous music serves as a ludicrously overblown backdrop for, as Scrimm
sez "a very stylishly produced spot
with lots of chicken action; • the
use of the "Non pui andrai" aria
from Mozart's The Marriage Of
Figaro for a Cheer commercial-again the inane product, the againstall-reason good-spirited music. The
makers of the s13ot use the music to
diffuse your irritation at having to
watch a commercial--the product .
is lightly ridiculed, making you
remembe} it fondly (hopefully); the
use of Rossini's Thieving Magpie
overture for a Glad Wrap spot,
veggies flying through the air being
only slightly more bizarre than
TM's libretto. Incidentally, a very
early version of ironic opera mongering, the use by Salvadore Dali
and Luis Bunuel of Wagner's Liebestod theme from Tristan und Isolde
for their 1928 surrealist short Un
Chien Andalou (same theme was
later reworked by Bernard
Herrmann for the swooning love/
death motif in Hitchcock's Vertigo) was cast before millions of
AmericanswhenMTVrecentlyput
an edited, colorized (using appositely unreal tints) version of Andalou in light rotation. Shown sans
explanation, it fitted on (say what
you may) mass media's first and
only surrealistic incursion into
America's heart of dimness (that's
MTV about 5% of the time- the
other 95 it's eyewash for sophisticated 9-year olds). Anyway, Dali/
Bunuel wanted to bring Wagner,
or rather Wagnerians, down a nach,
but they also wanted to add a Iittle
resonance to their happy blasphemies, the T&I theme being the
kind of deliriously, rapturously
beautiful music that can easily
pierce 20th Century defenses. b)
Soothing and/or dramatic ambiance. Like Ponchielli's Suicidiol
aria from La Gioconda used for a
perfume ad or a thingee from Verdi's
Nabucco used by British Airways.
The latter is obvious (it'd be nice to
see an Airways ad with the more
bombastic parts of Hendrix's "StarSpangled Banner") while the former is typical though I wonder if
anyone has alerted Tipper "I've
neve r touched Albert's thing with- .
out a damn good reason" Gore to
this (notto mention scores of other)
unwholesome aria(s)? c) Supposed
Shock Value. Mozart's Requiem

(one of the album's non-operatic
pieces) used to sell Lees Jean's.
This is the kind of thing that's
supposed to jerk all good peoples'
chain, leading even those who
wouldn't think of (or figure out
how) to listen to Mozart for pleasure to emit a few gassy phrases
about how devolved and debased
our civilization has become. But
that entails denying the almost
transcendent pleasure that can be
aroused by contemplating the
purchase of a new possession. Our
souls are drenched with the capitalist ethic and so respond to the
juxtaposition of new jeans-- with
their not wholly false promise of
status and sex- and Mozart's otherworldly small hair-raising music. It takes a particularly nasty
kind of puritan-or else your average dull-witted humanist automation--to see this as somehow bad,
inasmuch as it's merely a reflection of the fact that the transporting joy which was once the province of the aristocratic few can
now be experienced by the many.
Not so easily categorized are
the use of the "Mi chiamana Mimi"
aria from Puccini's La Boheme by
Sony Walkn:ian-- dramatic irony?
(with Puccini you're getting close
to Rodgers and Hammerstein territory -- Rodgers territory, anyway-shorten the music's lines, tighten
the symmetry, pitch the sporano a
little lower, and a lot of his stuff
could fit in Oklahoma! or South
Pacific); and Wagner's Bridal
Chorus from Lohengrin used by
Du Pont--soothing race memory?
This is better kncmn as "Here Comes
The Bride,"oneofthoseditties like
"Happy Birthday" or •99 Bottles Of
Beer" which one is surprised to
hear was actually composed by
somebody since it seems more \i\<e\y
that it sprang full-blown from some

caveman's chromosomes.
Enough. It's a nice little record,
but as a seasoned (one season)
opera chump I recommend that
you don't mess around with these
cute samplers but plunge right into
Wagner's Ring Cycle, a 16-hour
plus, four opera epic with a George
Lucas plot, about two dozen timetested melodic hooks (there's one
heroic motif which, in a few notes,
puts John Williams' entire oeuvre
to shame), and a sad and angry
heart. Few intentional laughs,
however--though the Three Rhinemaide ns always crack me up.

CCB Presents
Coffee House At The Pub!
Wed. Nov. 1st
8:00 PM
Featuring:

OFFRAMP (Jazz Fusion)
&
Mike Reynolds (Stand-Up Comedy)

Union, NJ 07083 (527-2298) or 2093.
Name

Address
Phone (home)

SS#

$1.00 Admission
All Ages Welcome
Proper ID Required To Drink
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-------------Blvod-o-n-tht-Tracks----------~---

by Rob O'Connor
In 1966 Bob Dylan was finishing up a riotous tour of England.
On stage, newly electrified by the
Hawks (later known as the Band),
he broke down barriers by melding folk, blues and rock with poetry induced with Rimbaudian imagery. The audience often couldn't
take it and spent their time going
back and forth between appreciation, confusion and disgust.
Looking back now in 1989 it all
seems trivial and obvious: Dylan
was creatinng new chapters iri Rock
history and the audience was
(inadvertantly) too. Nowhere is that
more clear than on the _booing
Royal Albert Hall 1966, which
technically occurred in .a hall in
Manchester days later. More important is what happened. The CD
bootleg astonishes.
The sound is clearly better. On
the official CBS release Biograph,
"I Don't Believe You" taken from
the same show as the boot sounds
less punchy, more trebly_than the
boot. Also CBS cuts off the intro
(it's listed in the liner notes but
that's no substitute for the real
thing) where Dylan tells the audience that "here's a song that used
to go like that, now it goes like
this." On the boot a mean, snarling
sound punches forth and Dylan
sings with the voice ~hat Greil
Marcus once described as sounding like "a cow with its leg caught
in a fence".
Other highlights include the only
released (well as close to released
as we can get) version of ''Tell Me,

•

Mr. Tambourine Man and the Season in Hell. Photo by Martin Sharp

Momma" with oft-praised line ''your
cemetary hip... your graveyardlips and plenty of snarling guitar
courtesy Robbie Robertson. An
amplified version of "Baby let me
follow you down" is relevant but
it's the newly-released Highway
61 Revisited stuff (*"Just like Tom
Thumb's Blues" "Ballad of a Thin
Man" and "Like a Rolling Stone")
along with the at the Time unreleased "Leopard-Skin Pill Box Hat"
that shows Dylan as the father of
the new-lyrical-leather-jacketed
bard of warning.
The moment I should point up
to though, is directly before "Like a
Rolling Stone", The audience sounding bitterly confused mills around
aimlessly until one offended soul
screams out "Judas!" and Dylan
taken aback waits a few seconds,
regains his composure and in a
voice not without deep-seated
contempt returns the barb with "I
don't believe you." The audience
laughs back with contempt. The
band noodles around waiting to
start the next number. Ten seconds
elapse and Dylan continues "You're
a LIAR!!" and the Band crashes
into a chilling horrifying version of
"Stones" complete with Dylan
dragging the lines out in anger and
frustration. When it's over, the
audience applauds. Dylany,,on his
battle . with electricity that was
undeniable. The audience conceded. The bootleg captures all of
this and believe me it's worth the
twenty or so bucks you'll have to
shell out to get this.

Hands of Doom
By Russ Dodge
The latest release by Connecticut metal philosphers Fates Warning can be called one of the first
"progressive metal"albums of the
1990s. Heavy metal is no longer
just the kill-speed violence fest it
once was. Intellectual notions and
thought-provoking ideas are now
viable concepts to be used as song
material. Fates Warning do a pretty
good job on this album at incorporating such ideas while still retaining the energy that is so much a
part of met~ldom. Perfect Symnetry, at first listen, seemed slow and
plodding to me. It took several
hearings for me to realize the subtle
excellence that undercuts the album. These songs do not rip the
flesh.off your face; rather, they get
under your skin and slowly work
towards your brain, causing you to

almost unknowingly contemplate
the situations presented.
"Part of the Machine" kicks off
the mindfest, poetically telling a
tale of a faceless man in a "synchronized society" the music enhances its idea with a mechanical
up-d own throb, shifting gears only
in the intricate guitar solo. It gave
me a real feeling of how our industrialized society can make us dull,
lifeless zombies running through
and endless routine if we allow it
to happen. ''Through Different Eyes"
is a mid-paced grinder that always
seems to be on the verge of breaking into a thrash-fest. The message
of not looking back but forward is
stated poignantly without pr~aching. "Static Acts" contrasts the idea
of personal stagnation with ever
changing speeds and _quirky tempos. This is done technically well,

KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

HOLOCAUST RESOURCE CENTER
Public Lecture and Forum
An evening with

Professor of Holocaust Studies and Head of the Holocaust Studies Division
Institute of Contemporary Jewry - Hebrew University, Jerusalem .
A highly effective English speaker and prolific author.
lliEME. The Holocaust and Contemporary Anti-Semitism

Tuesday Evening, October 31, 1989
7:40P.M.
Wilkins Theatre for Performing Arts In Kean ·College
This Is another In the series of outstanding public lectures sponsored by the
Holocaust Resource Center. A• in previous years, there Is no entrance fee.
Early arrival I• strongly recommended.
Doo,. o~n ot 7:00 p . m . 1, ·1, n:commended thot you park In the arro off North A~nue.

but sounds slightly uneven (not
exactly . symnetrical, fellas.) "A
World Apart" ends the first side
with a slow, impassioned dirge
about the results of alienation.
Vocalist Ray Alder's clean intense
wail conveys a sense of futility,
and left me contemplating how
alone we really can be sometimes. Not your average boy-meeW
eats/kills-girl type stuff by any
means.
Side two starts with the album's
finest number, the brilliant "at Fate
Hand". It begins with a haunting
guitar/violin; meld that drifts back
and forth like a wave of water. The
storyline tells of how we are helpless in the hands of fate ("Helpless
As We Fall/Beneath The Crush of
Water's Wall"), drifting on an
endless ocean, powerless to change
direction.
The tale last lyrically only four
stanzas (with no chorus), but is
musically carried on as guitarists
Jim Matheos and Frank Aresti launch
into electric,· near-classical solos,
which are beautifully interwoven
(and I mean interwoven) with crying
keyboards and lilting violins (Violins? Isn't this a heavy metal album?) The technical precision and
musical virtuosity touch on the
progressive art-rock formulas of
the seventies without any of the
pretensousness art-rock was known
for. This is the only joint effort by

fish class. You don't necessarily
sponsible for four and three of the need a brain to appreciate Perfect
other tunes respectively. This team- . Symnetry, but it helps.
work should occur more often.
The next song, "The Arena", is a
kinetic cruncher that displays life
as (you guessed it) an arena, where
the strong defeat the weak. It zips
along nicely enough, and the theme
is stated cryptically enough to allow one to think, but is not too
mysterious to leave one clueless.
"Chasing Time" is actually a fullblown ballad, mourning a man
who has lost his youth and is futilely trying to retrieve it.
Date: Tuesday, Oct 31st
Accoustic guitars and violins
Time: 1 :40 PM
again appear, but are more stuc- '
tured any rythmic that in "Fate's
Place: East Campus
(the violin even getting a short
Room 143
solo). Symnetry ends with "Nothing Left to Say". This song would
If you can not make it
be called "uneven" by some because of the various time changes,
but would like
but the fact is that such changes
further information
are deftly pu Iled off and are appropriate. It sets the tone for an acabout the group,
count of human ity being left emocall
Mrs. Lumsden
tionally and morally blank by
either fate, life or society (which
at
e:ach can do with equal ease.)
527-3114.
Th is album is Iike a Kafka novel
in that every time you hear it you
find something different and disIf she isn't there,
turbing to think about. The poetic
leave a message.
skill in which the lyrics are presented prove that Matheos and
Aresti learned something in Eng-

Matheos and Aresti, who are re-

Meeting

of

GAY PEOPLE

at Kean

·Association Of
A.1.s.
Indian · A.1.s.
Students
Meetings every Tuesday
at 1 :40 in
(Hutchinson) J-135
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CEC Council
for Exceptional Children
meetings are held
every Wednesday at 3:05 PM
·
College Hour
inJ-139
Interested?
Please come by and find
out more about us ! ! !

1),1 sc..o
A-N1)

LATIN

Husic

l)ANC.e:
Office: College Center Rm 122
or stop by Bartlett 307
and ask for
Liz, Kathy or Donna.

Sigma Beta Tau's
' 1st Annual
Hayride/Bonfire
Bash
Transportation and
Beverages will be
provided
When: November
16
6:00 pm - 1 :00 am
(Raindate: Nov. 17)
Admission Fee:
$1 3 per person
Tickets can be
purchased in the
College Center
Cafeteria.
Deadline for
·
tickets:
Nov. 7
Tickets are limited

WORK
PART-TIME
AT
UPS
AND' WE'LL GIVE YOU
UP TO $24,000 . IN
TUITION REIMBURSEMENT*
UPS is looking for reliable people who can commit for approximately 4 hours a
day, Monday-Friday. The schedules are varied, and the pay is great-$8/hour,
even if you have no experience. But if you 're thinking about going to college in
the fall, the best part is the tuition reimbursement program . We pay up to $2,000
a semester on selected sorts.*
In addition to a great hourly wage and the tuition reimbursement, we offer a
benefits package after just six months that includes health and dental insurance,
vision care and prescription drug plans. For more information ,
apply in person at any of the following locations or call.
Visit us on Wednesday, November 8, from .
10AM-2PM at the College Center.

Whan you party,

.. ·

remember to ...

.

:' :,,

'::::::::~

~

-

......,.~.._, ....

United Parcel Service

Guesls:

I . Know )OOr limit -

suy widlin tt.

l . ~ whal )OO·re dri~.

3. Desi!P1"1' a oon-drinki~ dmer.
4. Don'! lei a friend dm,, drunk.
S. Call a ab if )OO're 1101 sober-or 1101 sure.

llo8Cs:
6. Sene plerly d food.
7. Be respcmble for friends' sa/ely.
8. Slop ~ alcohol as the party winds down.
9. Help a problem drinkff b y ~ )OU( support
10. Seu good .......

. -·

:"i]":

1

BOUND BROOK

ENGLEWOOD

Corner of Chimney Rock
Road & Rt. 28
201-563-2100
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon-Fri 11 AM-3PM

148 West Forest Ave.
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Tues 9AM-11 AM
or call 201-569-4919

SADDLE BROOK

280 Midland Avenue
493 County Avenue
INTERVIEW HOURS:
INTERVIEW HOURS:
Mon & Tues 6PM-8PM
Mon-Thurs 9AM-11AM, 4PM-8PM
Tues & Thurs 2PM-4PM
Friday 9AM-11AM , 6PM-8PM
or call 201 -267-2806, Voice Box® 5400
or 201-330-2315
®

Trademark of Voice Box Systems INC.

~~

PARTY•S MART

NllionllHeadcpmtm
ISO Paularino !Ne., Suk l90, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
1 ~ 1-2337
IMDrilllllnfl.--blll..,._~..........,

. . . . . . . . . ..,.11per.-oe6r . rlZI.

SECAUCUS

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Deanna S. - Have a nice fall at
homecoming? You deserve it! What
was your purpose on the field? By
the way, how much do you charge
for a date? Watch out for a disease!
Hooker and Patty Personality, Let's
gettogether and party! It's been so
long! Puddle hopping anyone? Hey,
Patty, Wheredidyou getthatfunky
, do? Love Ya both, Miss America

C.L. - I fit your description, but a

Chris, I'm so jealous of you!! Best
of luck with Eddie! You guys make
a great couple! Did you get the
mail yet? Ha, ha, ha. Sue

Anthony - I love you twice as

Malo! Que Voy Hacer contigo?
Carrol Snuggle Bunny

much as I did yesterday and half as
much as I wi II tomorrow. I love
you Boo-boo! Sue

ity on maturity? Did you suddenly
mature over the summer? Somehow I doubt it!

Chris - Ha, ha, ha! I think it's
funny. Sue
DG - You are a specia I kind of guy.
Love, Mom

"Hippo" Girl - Tell your roommates to lock the door. We can't
have livestock roamin' the halll
Thanks for havin' a sense of humor, Love Ya, Pags

me really, but it sure sounds goodand true. AKA CUTE

Col. and Jackie - I miss my old

Dan - the Earthquake shook San

roomiest

Danni

Jen, I am so glad that you came
into my I ife. Here's to many happy
days ahead. I love you. The "An-

D.G. The other message isn't from

Francisco, but you shake me.

Lourdes

Hup caps - Love ya', Danny

Fourth Floor Sozio, 106, and 110

Danny- It's nap time. Mom

- You guys are great! Nice inspection! D.R.A.

Shave that cheezee thing.

Josh, Miss everything we shared. I

LC. - Move your car. Joe T

don't agree that this is the way
things have to be. D.B.K.

Guy - Good Luck!

ADOPT MEI Lovable, 1 year
old, black & red, female dog,
Medium Size. I have my shots.
Please call Erika at 564-6516
soon before I'm put to sleep!

Writers: Manuscript reader
available to read and evaluate
your work. Find out how good
you are and how you can be
better. Send manuscript w/
SASE To: Keith K., 50 Manalopan Rd, Spotswood, NJ 08884
Rates: $2.00 - short story;
$10.00 - novel.

To the paper - people in 106,
D.C. 's waiting, are you ready? No
blonde null-sets allowed. - ENC

Gilby Carino - I just want to tell
you that I love you and I always
will. Also, I hope I keep being your
"puchunguita• forever. Happy
Anniversary, Te Amo, Li
Tomi, Gusy - I hope you keep
being the same sweet adorable,
lovely and handsome guy I met
years ago. Keep sweet mi amore.
Te amo siempre. Muchi

Sandi B.
Liz and Donna, Do me a favor?
Just remember that you guys are
friends who care about each other.
When you do that, everything else
will seem trivial. Be kind. Love,

Mark, I guess you never decided to To the Girls in 311, Mike's demise
talk. I don't know why; but don't is on the loose tonight! (No more
tell people things about me that go-go dancing on chairs, Karen)
·
aren't true. Thank You, Blub, Blub Dave

CLASSIFIEDS

TO THE GIRL WHO TAKES
ORDERS AT THE PUB ON TUESDAY NIGHTS. DON'T BE SUCH
ACRAB, YOU ARE SERVING THE
PUBLIC, AND OUR MONEY IS
PAYING YOU. A CUSTOMER

Lisa, Someday we wil I double date
with y'know who. And it will be
the past night of our lives. Don't
rush! Love will come easy, thanks
for being there for met Love Ya,

Dan - FM Lourdes

noying One•

1984 Blue Camaro - Big 6
Cylinder PS, PB, AC, AM-FM
Stereo Casette, excellent tires
(Rally) Overdrive, Custom
Seats. Call 686-6221 After 5 or
ext 2897 school hours

Christine, I'm so glad everything is
working fine for you. I hope all
your dreams come true. You only
deserve the best. •Eddie•llt Keep
smiling! Love Ya, Sandi B.
Sue Palmucci, You should walk to

Pumpkin, Happy ann iversary, Que

Dear Mr.Mature RA of Whiteman
Hall, What makes you an author-

Please let us start our meetings on

lot of guys were wearing sunglasses. time.
Describe me more as you inquire. P.S. Tell meaboutyou, (age, physi- Christine - When are we going to
cal description, resident, etc.) Guy do something together. We never
From C.C.B.
do anything. Leslie

October 26, 1989
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'88 Acura lntegra LS-SE,
Black with Black and Beige
Interior, 5 speed, fully loaded,
side moldings, gold rims, all
powered, AC, AM/FM cassette
with equalizer;- 16,000 miles,
asking $13,000 call 392-9736
after 4 pm.

For Sale - 1983 Dodge
Challenger, 2.6 liter 4 cyl. 5speed , p/s, p/b, ale. c/c. Aluminum Wheels, AM/FM cassette,
premium sound w/6 spkrs,
$2,000. Call 752-5520 (leave
message)
Found on Sept. 6th: ·Pair
of Helf-Rimmed gold glasses
(it was on a bench in the middle
of the quad) Contact Shazia In
509 Bartlett
Reader for a blind student is
needed. Please call 247-3767
(and leave a message 1f tha
answering machine answers.)

Chris
Landi, Did you take my advice?
You should, you guys are right for
each other! (From You Know Who)

available to read and evaluate
your work. Find out how good
you are and how you can be
better. Send Manuscript w/
SASE. To: Keith K., 50 Manalapan Road, Spotswood, NJ
08884 Rates : $2-Short Story;
$10 - Novel

Dressers - 3 Draw - Wood 24
X 36 X 30 Ex. Condition. $50.
Chairs Arm Bentwood - $8.00
ea. Bookcases, Desks, Cabinets, Whirtpools, Oscilliscopes,
Tables, Moped Puch 1½ HP as
is, $200. Dirt Bike Yamaha Ask
$450. Junkyard with Class &
Ambiance - 486-2946.

1983 Pontiac Trans Am; Red;
T-Roof; PB-BS; air cond.; auto;
711,000; AM-FM stereo cassette.
Squires First Aid Squad. We
Best offer call Maryann 925Are Looking For People Who
2962.
Want To Join .. Qualifications:
EMT or Interested In Training Sales Part Time - Earn $100.00
Earn $6.50 per hour. Small To Become A First Aider. Call or more per day selling porOffice - Answering Phones. us at 355-8222 Campus Ext. traits in area schools for LorHours - 2:00-5:00 p.m. Mon- 2266
stan - Thomas Studios. 9:30
day through Friday. Call Tria.m. -3:30p.m. Not everyday.
angle Glass: 241-5959.
$$$$ HELP HELP RIDE Call 964-8200 - Mr. Richards.
NEEDED FROM ROSELLE
PARK TO KEAN COLLEGE . ARE YOU READY TO
LOST&FOUND
Found Earring 9/28 in Quad. DAILY AT 8:20 A.M. PLEASE PARTY? If so, call Muzik
If interestecs Contact Monica CALL JEANNE lv1AJOR AT Nonstop. D.J. Helder Rebelo,
997-8388 604 Sozio
527-2071". THANKS HEAPS.

Bangobear
Laurie Negrin, Has a nice sound to

Sue Palrpucci, Thanks for being a

Mike, Remember if you keep your

good friend! Hope your relationship with Anthony will last a long
time! You deserve one another!

activities goal-oriented and purposeful, our theory will prove true.
Mosey agrees!! Love, Michelle and

Love, Chris M.

Laurie

Sandy B. - I'm glad we became
friends and I hope it continues
through the year! Love, Chris M.

Dan and Lou, Thanks for the roses!
And especially thanks for all of
your time and dedication to the
squad ! You guys are doing GREAT!
Keep it up! Love,Cindy

Sandy B., You should askJohn out!

it, Doesn't itl?l

It couldn't hurt to try! Go for it!

Love, Chris M.
Lisa Sefranka, Your friendship
means a lot to me and I'm glad
we've remained friends throughout the years! Be excellent and
party on Dude! Love Ya, Chris M.
Traci, I.LY.I Chris
Teddy Ruxpin - FY
Christie, We've been going out for
10 months and not a fight yet, Just
Joking. Christie, you are the best
thing that has happened to me in
my whole life. I want you near me
for the rest of my life. L-Tim

Jog T., M .Y.O.B. D.G.
Tom, Isn't it great falling in love all
over again, or am I still "sappy"? I
still love you anyway! Always-

Rhonda

5:oo

Writers: Manuscript readers

est! Let's do our thing and cuddle
by the fireplace. I love just being
around you .....You will always be
my one true love. Love Always,

school from now on! Forget about
parking! Love, Chris M.

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
Part Time - Salary $7-12/
CALLING PLUS RAISE UP hour, Union Office, Hours flexTO $1,700 IN ONLY TEN ible around class schedule,
DAYSI Student groups, frater- please call 687-9821
nities and sororities needed for
marketing project on campus.
1965 Classic Mustang white
For details, plus a FREE GIFT,
GROUP OFFICERS CALL 1- convertible. Perfect Shape. For
specifics call 686-6221 after
800-950-8472, Ext. 40.

Part-Time. Salary $7-12/Hour.
Union Office. No Typing. Hours
Flexible around class schedule. Please call 687-9821 .

Tumbleweed, You are the great-

.

SPRING BREAK 1990- Ind Ivictual or student organization
needed to promote our Spring
Break trips. Earn money, free
trips and valuable work experience. APPLY NOW!! InterCampus Programs: 1-800-3276013.

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men • Women , Summer/
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS ,
TOUR GU IDES , RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel . Caribbean , Hawaii ,
Bahamas , South Pacific, Mexico .
CALL NOWI Call refundable.
1-206-736-0775, Ext. 600 N.

Lorraine and Dianna, South Jersey, Here we come! This weekend
will be great! Let's get wrecked
(what's new) We're awesome! (Hal
Hal) Love and Sisterhood, Cindy,
Joy
The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any

individual(s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fas hion . The paper
di savows personal s that do not
specifica lly name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responsibility fo r w hatever infe rences
readers make. No Personals with 35
words or more will be accepted. If
you would like to submit a personal, it must be dropped through
the slot in CC-119 by Friday 12
noon for the following Thursday.
Along with the Personal should be:
25 cents per personals, author's
,1ame and phone #. Without either
of these, the personal will not run.

~ "D. I."
Music For All Occasions
Robert Knorek
(201) 233-6551

IIIIARCH PAPIRI
19,278 to choose from -:- an subjects

Order Catalog Today with Vtsa/MC or COD

NM• sq"q;~~l;;9J 22
1
26
Or, rush $2 .00 to : ReHarch Aulatance

11322IdahoAve. #206·SN , Los Angeles, CA90025
L.-..c;;.;;u;;;;
sto;;;,;m;.;.re;;;;.sea
;;;;.;.;;;
rch;;.;a;;,;;
ls;.;
oa;;,;
va_ila;;;;.bl-e...a_11 _
Ieve
_ I_s ___.

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS? REPORTS?
RESUMES/ COVER LETTERS?

WE CAN HELP!
Satisfaction Guaranteed
FREE Pickup/ Delivery
Word Processing Training
Free Demo Lesson
Student Discount!
IMPRINT WORD PROCESSING

(201) 763-0484

r--------------~------,

FREE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

• We have a data bank of over 200 ,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans. representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding .
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money avallable for students who have been n-paper carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers . . . etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.

CALL

ANYTIME

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

•

•]

-

L--------------------~J
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KEAN COLLEGE
Communication - Help Center
HOT LINE
(201) 289-2101
(201) 527-2360
(201) 527-2330
_ Monday thru Friday
Saturday thru Sunday

9a.m. - 12:00am
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NEW STUDENT COMMITTEE
The New Student committee will be having a general meeting on Tuesday
November 7th at 1 :40 PM in the Freshman Center.
Elections will be held at this time.
The following positions are open:

2p.m. - 12:00am

Have a Problem?
Want to Rap?
INFORMATION and REFERRALS

President
Vice President
Secretary

·

Catholic Mass

Every Sunday

7 p.m. Downs Hall
RoomB
Sponsored by:
Catholic Student Org.

,.

KEAN COLLEGE CHESS CLUB FORMING
IF YOUR INTERESTED
CALL 969-1660

KEAN IV CHRiSTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Invites you to join us
Tuesdays in J-142 at 1:40pm.
We are a non denominational
group whose sole purpose it to
lift up the name of Jesus.
We will .be looking
forward to seeing you!!!!

Treasurer

Assistant Secretary
Assistant Treasurer
Publicity Coordinator
Activities Coordinator
Come develop your leadership skills and have a GREAT time doing it!!!

The International Students Association cordially invites you to join in the
festivities of the International Week from October 23rd through the 27th.
During this week a series of cultural events will be staged, highlighting
themes from the International Community. All activities are structured
towards the enhancement of cultural awareness. See agenda for dates,
times and venues. All are welcomed.

INTERNATIONAL WEEK CULTURAL CELEBRATION

October 23 _- 27, 1989

The Commuter Club

October 23 - 27

Art Exhibition (Mary Thompson Library)

Thursday, October 26

College Jam' 89
Featuring Elvis "Rock House" Christian
C.C. Cafeteria 9:00 PM - 2:00 AM
Admissions $3.00

Attention Commuters

Next General Meeting
will be:
.

All Are Welcomed

Tuesday 1:40 PM
Freshman Center
Room L - 107

SIGMA BETA TAU'S
1ST ANNUAL HAYRIDE/BONFIRE
BASH
\

October 31 st
"Halloween "

Transportation and Beverages will be provided
.

Refreshme nts will be·served
All new members welcomed

When: November 16, 6:00 pm - 1:00 am
(Raindate: Nov. 17)
Admission Fee: $13 per person

•

TIHED OF
TUITION
Hir:ES?
nrl\J
Ar·1R ~., l'J I
,:,I (_.,i l'

(iTTTPE l!TT(i
U IJ 1) 1\J iJ

l.~•

ll

U(i(iU
1._l

Tickets can be purchased
in the College Center Cafeteria.
Deadline for tickets: Nov. 7 (Tickets are limited)

_' , ,:_ ,

Halloween Costume
Party

IN TRENTON
AT THE STATEHOUSE FOR A

STUDENT HALLY
FRIDAY OCTOBER 2?TH

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT EAREN IN STUDENT
nF;cJ1 Al\Jl I7u ti.AT IO\J1 ,/1,..1tl1l1 LL .~9-' FJu9-R
._. 9L('\' o
-'

.Dancing

October 31st 8 PM - 1 PM
College Center
Admission $2.00

Cash Prize$

1

·-

IJ

.1. .

fv

,

Sponsored by Student Org. and classes of 1991 and 1992

Live DJ
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Here is your chance to show your support for the teachers who
have made a special contribution to your education!
If you want to say thanks, write a letter about how they helped you, encouraged you, .
challenged you, inspired you, got you to give your best and to grow, and send it by November 15

TEACHERS OF THE YEAR AWARD
THE AUIUNI ASSOCIATION• KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY• TOWNSEND 114

October 26, 1989

The Kean College
of New Jersey
PreMedical Advisory Committee
for 1989-1 990
has been formed.

Every nomination wlll be considered by a committee of repl"8Mntatlvu of

,.

Student Organization, Part-time Student Council, Graduate Student Council,
the Alumni Auoclatlon, and faculty honored with the award In previous years.

NAME OF NOMINEa::,_•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
REASONS FOR NOMINATION:

---

Hspace is needed staple additional information to this form.

AN EATING DISORDER .SUPPORT GROUP

.

The members are:
Dr. Madeline Butler (Chairperson)
. Dr. Lidija Kampa
Dr. Denise Mancarella
Dr. Dale Vitale
Students interested in applying to medical
or dental school should contact
Dr. Butler (ext. 2472, room C-130)
or another member of the committee
as soon as possible.

Is now being formed ...
Meetings Begin: Nov. 2nd at 2:00 pm
In The Counseling Center (down the hall from the bookstore)
SA 126 -- 527-2082
• Meetings run by recovering bulimics and anorexics
• Preoccupied with food? Your weight? Exercise & Dieting?
Then, PLEASE Join Us!
For More Info - Go to the Counseling Center

Oct. 23 - 27 Eating Disorder Awareness Week
Outside of Cafeteria.
Oct. 26 at 6 :00
Alumni Lounge - Eating Disorder presentation with
guest speaker.
Starting Nov. 2 at 2:00
Eating Disorder Support Group
Sign up in the Counseling Center SA 126 or call 527-2082

React To Management
in the Cafeteria
Let the food service know all of your pros and cons.
The College Center cafeteria manager
will be at a table all day Friday, October 27th.
He welcomes the comme~ts you have.
Let's talk over any problems or ideas you have.
Compliments are also graciously accepted.
I Hope to see you,
Walt Barnfather

.
· n Hungry ~tudents
A ttentl0 Have dinner at
Downs'
0 pen Da,·1Y sPM-1PM

..

Validate Your
Pub ID
Bring your valid
Drivers Lie. and
your Birth Cert.
with your Pub ID
and have it
validated
at no cost!
Food Services At Kean College
College Center Cafeteria
7:30 am - 5 pm M-Th; ?:30 am - 3 pm Friday
Serving Breakfast & Lunch with a variety of
entrees, sandwiches, salad bar, grill items,
pre-made salads, beverages, desserts,
& frozen yogurt.

Down's Hall Cafeteria
11 - 2 M-F Lunch; 5 - 7 M-Th Dinner
Serving an assortment of entrees, pre-made
salads, sandwiches, desserts, beverages,
salad bar, & Ice Cream. China Service.

Cougar Room
11 :30 - 1:30 M-F
Located in Downs Hall Waitress Service.
Try the Wednesday Buffet with all you can eat
from 11 :30 - 2

The Pub
4 - 1 M, T, Thurs.; 4 - 11 Wednesday; 3 - 9 Friday;
Closed Saturday & Sunday.
Serving a variety of fried foods, sandwiches, snacks,
ice cream, beverages, and specials.

The Sweet Shop
8:30 - 7 M-Th; 8:30 - 3 Friday
The college convenience store. Selling milk,
beverages, candy, nuts, cigarettes, newspapers,
cakes, cookies, snacks, lunch n,eats & cheese .

•
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Campus lntramurals
Attention
Education Majors
Remember it is a requirement
that you report to the
Speech & Hearing Center
at the Child Study Institute (CSI)
for your speech/language
screening if you haven't done so.
It's quick, it's easy and it is .
required for graduation!
To schedule an appointment you
can cal I 527-2382
and ask for Lois Campbell or just
stop by on Mondays, Tuesdays or
Thursdays.

East Campus
Student Office Space
Applications are now available
for office space for recognized
College Student Groups
at the East Campus.
Applications and additional
information is available in
101 East Campus.
Preference wi 11 be given to
those groups who do not
currently have a
campus office space.
>

Entry
Organizational
Deadline
Meeting+

Contest
Date

Table Tennis•
...............•.• ON SITE REGISTRATION ................. .
Pin Ball Machine Tournament••
•..•..•.••.••.•.•. ON SITE REGISTRATION ............
Sign up for the above activities in the office of Intramural-Recreational Sports (East Campus)
Room 122) as an individual player, or pick up a roster for a team entry. All entries are due
by 12:00 Noon on the dates indicated. $20.00 forfeit fee must accompany all entries.

•

•

+All individuals or team captains must attend these meetings. Organizational meetings will
take place during college hour (Tuesdays 1:40-2:55 PM) in room 122 of the East Campus.
*A C~Rec division will also be offered in these activities.
**There will be no organizational meetings for these activities. Contest will be held in Dougall
Hall. Please check with In -Rec office (extension 2229) for exact date.
********Please take note of each activity and dress accordingly**********

FALL 1989
Swimming Pool & Sauna Hours - Ent campus

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M.
11 :00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M. - a:oo·P.M .
11 :00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M .
10:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
10:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.

(Early Bird Swim)
(Early Bird Swin)
(Early Bird Swim)

NOTE: The pool will be closed every day from 11 :30 A.M. - 1 :00 P.M. for Faculty/
Staff Swim only.
Aquatic Aerobics classes will be held on Monday and Wednesday Mornings
from 10:00 A.M. - 11 :00 A.M. The classes will be open to all students with
proper Identification and there will be no lap swimming at this time.
Aquatic Aerobic class will be offered to Faculty/Staff ONLY on Wednesdays
starting October 11th from 6:00 P.M. -7:00 P.M. Advance registration
required - Limited enrollment.
Pool will be closed to college community at this time.
Eaat Campus Fltnesa canter Room 121 & Upper Gymnasium

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
.11 :00 A.M. - 8:30
10:00 A.M. - 2:00
10:00 A.M. - 2:00

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

NOTE: Upper Gymnasium will be closed for open recreation from 3:00 P.M 6:00 P.M. to allow the Athletic Teams to practice when In season.
........_ ...."REMINDER•••..•••.........
Kean College ldentlftcallon cards are required to participate In any recreaUonal laclllty.
Class achedulea/current alumni carda/student I.D."s with the academic year 1989-90
must be handed to the area attendant on duty for admittance.

THINK

Attention: Managers needed for the
upcoming 1989-90 Basketball Season.
Anyone inte·rested please contact
Coach Kornegay at extention 2995,
off campus 527-2995

AH

Voteby
Absentee Ballot

Being away at school doesn't
mean you lose your power to vote.
Come to Student Organization (CC-128)
to fill out an Absentee Ballot
Request Form. DEADLINE IS OCTOBER
31 FOR GENERAL ELECTION (NOV. 7).

FEEL THE .£-~AMER/01
POWER .f!!~,M . . ~--·~·~'* . "''".

lntramurafs Sports Calendar
Men - Women - Co-Ed
Fall 1989

Julie Hoffmeyer
from the U.S. Sports Academy in Alabama
will be on campus at 1 :40 PM (In D'Angola 127) Tuesday, October 31st
to discuss Academic Programs at that institution.
For further information please call
Dr. Josh Palgi, Ext. 2545/2101

REMINDER!
SECOND-HALF, EIGHT-WEEK
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES
~EGIN MONDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1989
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''You know, the food here reminds me of my
favorite place back ·home:."

35 Cylindrical
38 Sea in Asia
39 Yale student
1 Balance
6 Heavenly bodies 41 Seed coating
11 Follows Sunday 42 Period of time
43 Narrow, flat
12 Nobleman
boards
14 Spanish article
45 Nahoor sheep
15 Studio
46 Equally
17 Railroad: abbr.
47. Puzzles
18 Small bird
49 Amidst
20 Choose
50 Breed of sheep
21 Labor union
52 Raised the
group: abbr .
spirit of
22 Case for small
54 Wicked Biblical
articles
24 Follower of:
city
55 Craftier
suffix
25 Limbs
DOWN
26 Sowed
28 Mexican shawl
1 Courteous
2 Running
30 Diocese
31 Rodent
3 Mountain on
32 CommmemoraCrete
tive disks
4 Surfeit

COUEGE PRESS SERVICE

~:=:=
,.;;.+.;.+=.:..:..:...L-=-i....:_

T E D

V E S
EAN
ASE

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle
5 Skin covering
eye
6 Condiments
· 7 Allowance for
waste

8 Ventilate
9 Registered
nurse: abbr.
10 Skimp
11 Apportions
13 Worn away
16 Permit
19 Day of week
21 Mouths of
volcanoes
23 Standard of
perfection
25 Macaw
27 Lamprey
29 Before
32 Title of respect
33 Wipes out
34 Rarely
35 Names
36 Smaller
37 African antelope
40 Young boy
43 Chinese:
comb. form
"44 Trade for
money
47 Free of
48 Capuchin
monkey
51 Artificial
language
53 Symbol for
tellurium
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SPORTS

Women 's
Soccer
Wins·7-0

Fie:ld Hockey

10/26
Home

Saxons Sting Cougars ·
Men Boater's Drop Two Games
It was indeed one tough week
for the Kean College men's soccer
team, to say the least. Just a win
against either Glassboro or Trenton State wou Id have left the Cougars in the driver's seat, as fa r as
winning an NJAC title and subsequent NCM Regional playoff bid
is concerned. But a 3-1 loss to the
Profs last Tuesday in rainy Glassboro, followed by a 2-1 defeat to
the Lions of Ewing Township th is
past Saturday night, Oct. 21, has
put the Cougars on the passenger's
side-with now only an outside shot
of winning an NCM bid.
''There's a lot of good soccer
going on in the region this year,"
said Kean coach Tony Ochrimenko,
whose team is now 6-2 in conference play, and 14-3 overall. "And
all over the country, too. ll we take
the next three games, there's a

NCM seeding, since Region bids
wil I have already been decided by
then.
Against Glassboro, the telling
point came when Kean goalie Eric
Sylvester, in reaching for the ball
in front, lost his balance and slipped
on the soggy turf. That,along with
a puddle that stopped the ball
completely, helped the Prof's Dan
lsodir to score for a 2-0 lead. Senior forward Dan Mellett brought
Kean to within 2-1 of the Profs late
in the second half, but an insurancegoal from Ed Bradley at38:53
iced it fo r Glassboro, the defending NJAC champs.
After a defensive breakdown
led to a goal from TSC's Anthony
Danielle at 31 :44 of the first half
four days later, Oscar Viteri tied it
before the half for Kean on a 12yard blast. But Glen Borgman's
goal later won it for the Lions.

possibility we can get into the
nationals. We have a chance, but
right now, .it doesn't look .ill that
good."

''T~ chance for the ECAC's looks
a lot better. The chance for the
NCAA's is much tougher."
Following this Monday's (Oct.
23) home makeup game with
Rutgers-Camden, Kean is all done
with conference play. Montclair
State, having beaten both Trenton
and Glassboro State earlier, is in
position to win the conference;
and Trenton, having bow beaten
Glassboro, Elizabethtown and Kean,
has a good chance for an NCAA
bid if it doesn't win an NCAC title.
Kean, meanwhile, will face visiting New York Tech this Wednesday, Oct. 25, before traveling to
Monmouth (Oct. 28) and New
Haven will have no bearing on

Once again, the Kean College
football team got another solid
effort from its defense, something
that's been the case all year. But
unfortunately, the defense of visiting Alfred was just a little better,
enabling the Saxons to prevail, 80, this past Saturday atZweidinger
Field in Union.
The only scoring all afternoon
long came when Alfred quarterback Lance Locey capped an 11 play drive scoring on a one-yard
sneak with only 10 seconds remaining in the opening quarter.
Senior tailback Ray Rogers's who
led al I rushers with 121 yards in 2 7
carries, added a two-point conversion run, and that was it for the
scoring.
Kean which is 3-4 overall and
still at 2-2 in New Jersey Athletic
Conference play, had a strong
defensive effort from junior linebacker Mike Montelbana, who
recorded 1 5 tackles for the Cougars, seven of which were unas-

sisted. Teammate Mike Leonard
added 14 more, while Rob Calavetta had 10. Offensively, Kean
was led by the rushing of Rodney
Bond, who picked up 65 yards in
22 carries, exactly 65 percent of
the team's total rushing effort.
It is the second straight year
that the Cougars have lost to Alfred,
with the Saxons having won last
year, 27-20, on a snowy day in
upstate New York.
"Our defense did an outstanding job," said Cougar head coach
Drew Gibbs, whose team will try
to get back to the .500 mark this
Saturday, Oct. 28, in a 2 p.m.
game at Glassboro. "Alfred had
not scored less than 17 points in a
game this year, and holding them
to eight signified a great job by us.
But we had trouble generating offense•.
Alfred is now 5-2 overall, having also beaten Western Connecticut, lthica, St. Lawrence and Hobart.

Kean Spikers
Take Two Of Three
Even with injuries to its two top
players, the Kean College volleyba II team still managed to win two
of three matches this past week,

Greg Bajek-First Team All American Photo by Public Information

Womens·Soccer Blasts Off
With two ties and a win this
past week, the Kean College
women's soccer team is now 123-3, and still very much in the hunt
for a possible NCM post-season
tournament bid. After tying visiting Scranton, 2-2, last Wednesday, Oct. 1 8, •the Cougars went to
Lancaster, Pa. over the weekend to
compete in the Franklin & Marshall
Tournament. Officially, Kean has
earned a 1-1 tie against Cortland
State, but for tournment purposes,
a shootout became necessary, with
Cortland prevailing. The following day, Kean blanked Gettysburg,
7-0 behind a hat trick from sophmore midfielder Diane Williams.
A key team member with seven
goals and three assists in al I for 1 7
points, Williams is the third Kean
player this season to have scored
three times or more in one contest;
Sue Ma lysa and Chrissy Wood are
the others.

"I'm glad I started playing a
more offensive game, ' said W illiams afterward, "because before
that, I was playing a more defensive game.

from freshman goalie Kim Brock-

"Last year, we realized toward
the end of the season that if we
played a more disciplined game,we
could put things together as a team,"
she added when asked about the
team's overal I success so far. "And
I think we're really doing that this
season".

defeating Stockton State, 3-0, and
N.J.I.T. 3-2, before dropping a hardfought 3-2 decision to Baruch.
Overall, the Cougars are 19-8,
almost an exact turnaround from
last year's 10-21 mark. The win
over Stockton put Kean 'at 3-1 in
conference play behind William
Paterson, which had beaten Kean
earlier, 3-0.
What made the 3-2 win over
N..J.I.T. (on Oct.18) significant was
that the Cougars had to do it without the services of sophmore oulside hitter Michelle Kirkland, who
missed her second straight match
with a shoulder ailment. But
freshman Zorina Moore, after stepping in and netting 13 kills against
Stockton, bettered that by recording 24 kills against N.J.I.T. good
for a .305 hitting percentage.
Unfortunately, when setter Lucy
Crespo of had to miss the match

with .Baruch, it proved a little too
much for Kean to overco~ut
not before taking it the whole five
matches (H,-14, 9-15, 10-15, H,-

14, 10-15). For sure, Crespo's leadership and consistency was sorely
missed, not to mention the savvy
of Kirkland. Both, however, were
expected to retu rn to action early
th is week, e ithe r aga inst Iona
(Oct.23) or Ramapo (Oct. 24).
"You can't put them down;they
were very scrappy," said Kean coach
M.Bridget White "An d they won
aggressively. But without an ~x~rienced setter, we were hurting m
the transition."
But not in the race for an ECAC
playoff bid, at least notforthetime
being. Helping Kean inch closer
toward a possible post-season bid
was the play of freshman Alysia
Alberque who had five kills and
seven block-assists in the win against
N:J.I.T.
White also cited sophmore
outside hitter Sue Bishop for her
.407 hitting percentage against
Stockton.

Especially satisfying to head
coach Lenny Armuth is that his '
team had played so well against !
1
the likes of Cortland and Scranton,
ranked fifth and seventh in Div. 3
nationwide, respectively.
''We played two teams in the ·
Top 10 and we tied ther:n both,"
said Armuth, whose team 1s sched- i
uled to visit Drew University this
Wednesday (Oct. 25) for a 7:30
p.m. start. •so we proved we can
play at that level. We're getting
there.•
Against Gettysbu rg, jun ior forward Linda Nichols added two
more goals, putting her alone in
third on the team in scoring_
(2 7points). Freshman fo rward
Nicole Anderson scored the other
goa l for Kean, which got a shutout

!

Women's Soccer Team: Hoping for NCAA Bids Photo by Public Information

